
 

4/3/19 UCCGE Meeting Minutes 

2:30-3:45pm, Student Services Building 230 

Present: Shelley Martin, Ellington Graves, Candace Fitch, Kristin Phillips, Nicolin Girmes-Grieco, Lizette 
Zietsman, Molly Hall, Kimberly Smith, Michelle Moseley-Christian, and Anastasia Vogt Yuan. 

Absent: Martha Glass, Susan Clark, Jill Sible, Julia Ferrar, Mary Kasarda, Maren Roman, Anita Walz, Abby 
Walker, Jesse Dineen, Adil Sageer 

Called to Order: by Stacy Vogt Yuan at 2:30pm 

1. Future of Pathways Ad Hoc Committee UPDATED 
Updated plan:  Dissolve the Pathways Ad Hoc Committee after this year, and Pathways proposals would 
go through UCC only. The UCC would have three additional members (one from University Studies, One 
from University Libraries, and one from the UCCGE) to match the current membership of the Pathways 
Ad Hoc Committee 
Rationale for change: 

Potential problem with staffing the Ad Hoc Committee for another year 
Would increase the workload of the UCC, but can deal with these concerns through training, 
chair leadership, and the division of workload among members 
The Part I Learning Objectives are integral to the Part II Pathways section so a parallel process 
would cause delays in the approval process. 
The previous review process going through the UCC first followed by the UCCGE added an 
additional month or more to the review process. 

 
Concerns from the committee: 

How presented to CUSP? Lizette appears to be listed to represent UCCGE. 
Will the UCC have enough of an overarching general education vision, especially in regards to 
the Integrative and Equity and Identity outcomes? 
What is the role of the UCCGE going forward? Will it still review proposals? Possibly for those 
with less than 20% change, but if so, what is considered less than 20%? Written guidelines for 
less than 20% would be helpful. 
The checksheets and whether all committees including the UCC will be able to handle the 
additional workload, since almost all are over 20% change. 
 

2. 2019-20 Membership Update 
Who is staying versus rolling off and when? 
List was sent around to verify name and year 

 
3. Pathways Assessment Fall 2019 Event Discussion 

Fall break was considered as a potential date 
Concerns that some may travel on Fall break, but could schedule earlier in the day for those who 
plan to travel 
Week before classes start was also considered with concerns about departmental retreats 

Additional suggestions: 
Give NLI credit for incentives 



Break down into groups by Pathways concepts 
Prioritize looking at the results and consider the SLOs, rubrics, etc. 
Provide an alternative feedback mechanism for those who cannot attend 
 

4. MGT 2984 Review for Pathways Approval 
Shelley Martin reviewed 
Does not appear to match Pathways concept 7 based upon the proposal 
Stacy Vogt Yuan mentioned that the attached syllabus indicates additional content so it might 
be useful to contact the author of this proposal 
Not approved as is; put on hold pending additional clarification from proposal author 

 
5. Subcommittee Reports: 

- Assessment Subcommittee 
o Receive a handful of additional reports since the last meeting and data is being 

aggregated by SLO 
 

- Program Inventory Subcommittee 
o No news to report 

 
- Marketing/Communication Subcommittee 

o No news to report 
 
6. Other Business 

No new business 

 

Meeting was adjourned at 4:30 

Meeting minutes compiled by Stacy Vogt Yuan 

 

  


